Mathematical models to assess foot-ground interaction: an overview.
The mechanical properties of the interface between the human body and the ground play an important role in attenuating the foot strike impact during locomotion. Understanding the properties of such an impact-attenuating system and the mathematical models governing its behavior has major implications in determining the load on the musculoskeletal system during locomotion. This interface consists of the plantar soft tissue and the sole complex of the shoe that together act like a sophisticated suspension system with generic viscoelastic properties. The interface has generally been modeled as a system of spring and damper, in which the reaction force deformation is expressed by a mathematical equation that represents the reaction force as a nonlinear function of the deformation and deformation rate of the interface. This overview intends to provide an insight into the different mathematical models that have been used to describe such relationship and into further understanding the role of the reaction model parameters in determining the behavior of the interface under compression. Various models included within this review ranged from the models representing the plantar soft tissue behavior during barefoot walking to those that consider the sole complex force-deformation behavior during shod foot running. The barefoot models are categorized under in vitro/in situ and in vivo, whereas the models representing the sole complex behavior are investigated before discussing the shod foot models. The mathematical models varied from those in which the reaction force was a nonlinear function of interface deformation to those that considered the deformation rate of the interface as a contributing factor to the interface reaction force. Ultimately, the implication of the reaction models in determining the load on the musculoskeletal system is discussed.